ARTICLE

FREEDOM AND FLEXIBILITY IN CLOUD-BASED
FILE SENDING AND SHARING
IT’S ALL ABOUT THE STORAGE
We recently wrote an article that outlined The Pitfalls of Online File Sharing and
Sending Services for the Media & Entertainment Industry. The list included drawbacks
such as their lack of file transfer acceleration, file size limits, absence of centralized
control and visibility, and so on. The article concludes with a description of the many
key features that our cloud-native SaaS solution for person-initiated transfers Media Shuttle - has to avoid the limitations of such tools, and to provide the types of
capabilities needed by an industry where content really is “king”.
Here we wanted to pick-up on one theme from that article: how differently Signiant
approaches storage to these other solutions. To understand this difference, it is first
necessary to understand why our approach is different, and that means recognizing
a more fundamental distinction: Signiant is not an advocate for moving everything to
the cloud.
We are definitely not against it, and we do strongly believe in the benefits of cloudnative SaaS as a service delivery model. But, when it comes to their valuable content,
our position is simply that our customers know best for themselves what and when
to move to the cloud, and that this will be different for everyone according to their
needs, priorities, constraints and concerns. Our role as we see it is to ensure that we
have solutions that will support whatever choices our customers make about where
to store their content, and to ensure that if they later change their mind we provide
the flexibility to seamlessly support that too.
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WHAT DO WE MEAN BY “STORAGE INDEPENDENCE” IN MEDIA
SHUTTLE?
FEATURES &
CAPABILITIES:
➜➜ FILE ACCELERATION: Proven,
secure, reliable acceleration
technology

➜➜ BRANDABLE PORTALS:

Unlimited number of portals
in any of three modes: Send,
Share, Submit

➜➜ FTP AUGMENTATION: No
MEDIA SHUTTLE ARCHITECTURE IF ON-PREMISES STORAGE IS SELECTED

In the case of Media Shuttle, we always deliver at least part of the solution as a true
SaaS. So the part that provides the web interfaces, all the tracking and reporting, the
file transfer logistics, the client updates, and some other features like email notifications,
is always delivered from the cloud, as a service hosted and managed by Signiant. But
on the storage side customers have the choice between keeping their data in onpremises file storage, or in object storage provided by public cloud platforms (currently
Amazon Web Services S3 and Microsoft Azure Blob storage are supported), or mixing
and matching across the different customer’s portals. Where cloud storage is selected,
the entire solution is delivered as a SaaS – with Signiant also hosting and managing the
data transfer servers in the cloud. Where on-premises storage is selected the customer
needs to install the Signiant server software on-site alongside the storage.
This is what we mean when we talk of “storage independence” or “storage freedom”.
With Media Shuttle, not only is the customer free to choose between any of these
choices, on a per portal basis, they are also not “locked in” to their choices. Switching
between on-premises and cloud storage is as simple as reconfiguring where the
individual portals “point to” for the content. And the same is true for switching between
cloud storage vendors. The technical effort is minimal, users will never see a difference,
and the business implications – as these relate to Signiant’s pricing - are similarly either
zero or minimal, depending only on whether or not there is a significant change in total
cloud payload used (and only if above the associated free allocation that comes with
every Media Shuttle tier subscription). There is no fee for switching (or adding) storage
type or cloud vendor, and no extra costs in terms of adding portals or any software
needed to support them.
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need to migrate content or
recreate folder structures from
existing FTP systems

➜➜ DELEGATED ADMIN: Assign

day-to-day portal management
to operational team leaders

➜➜ CHECKPOINT RESTART:
Automatically retries or
resumes failed transfers

➜➜ AUTO DELIVERY: No waiting,
unattended transfers

➜➜ And more!
Interested in learning more?
Visit the Media Shuttle
product page.

None of the types of online file sending and sharing platforms – which are, like Media
Shuttle, all cloud-native SaaS solutions - support this kind of independence or freedom
when it comes to storage. The storage is simply whatever is provided by the vendors
themselves, somewhere in the cloud, but with no choices available and no freedom to
use alternative cloud storage, much less on-premises storage.
But this is only part of the story of the limitations around storage with these solutions,
and how Signiant is different. The other part relates to cloud storage itself, and the very
different way in which Media Shuttle supports this.

CONTROL, FLEXIBILITY AND FREEDOM IN THE CLOUD – THE MEDIA
SHUTTLE ADVANTAGE
When using cloud storage with these other vendors the customer has no visibility or
control over that storage – they don’t even know what region in the world their files are
physically located, or how they are managed and protected. It is a black box to the
customer, hardwired into the solution. You can choose how to organize your content in
terms of how it presents in the web interfaces, and, through those interfaces, you can
control things like who has rights to upload, download, view, send and share, delete and
modify, files or folders; but that is all.
Signiant, however, does not provide or re-sell cloud storage – or any kind of storage –
for Media Shuttle, or any of our solutions. It is the responsibility, but also the freedom, of
the customer to supply this. With cloud storage this means the customer connects their
own cloud tenancy – AWS and/or Azure today – to those portals for which they wish to
use cloud storage.

KEY BENEFITS:
➜➜ SPEED: Up to 200 times faster
than FTP

➜➜ SIMPLICITY: Intuitive browserbased UI requires no training

➜➜ SCALABILITY: Cloud-native

SaaS auto-scaling and loadbalancing

➜➜ SECURITY: Asset encryption
and user authentication

➜➜ STORAGE INDEPENDENCE:
Individually configure portals
for on-premises or cloud
object (Amazon or Azure)
storage

➜➜ FLEXIBILITY: Send any size or
type of file over any distance

➜➜ VISIBILITY: File tracking and
email notifications

➜➜ LOW TCO: Cost-effective

pricing for any size business

Interested in learning more?
Visit the Media Shuttle
product page.

MEDIA SHUTTLE ARCHITECTURE IF ON-PREMISES STORAGE IS SELECTED
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The first advantage of this, versus the alternative cloud-based file sharing platforms, is
the customer has far greater control, access and visibility of their own cloud storage,
how it is managed and organized, and also what they do with their content once there.
And this leads to the second advantage, which is that customers are able to utilize
additional cloud services and tools provided by the cloud vendor, or from third parties
who have built their own compatible cloud services, or even use tools the customer
builds and deploys in the cloud themselves.
In the M&E world these tools and services could be anything from transcoding or
rendering, to cloud-based media asset management (MAM) and file QC, metadata
aggregation and AI tools, localization services and distribution platforms, even cloudbased editing and playout – whatever runs, or can be made to run, in the cloud platform
of the customer’s choice. The possibilities are almost endless, and while few would
suggest that all of them make equal sense in all situations for all customers, it is equally
true that examples of all of these are already in production across a wide and growing
cross-section of the M&E industry.
In reality there are often good reasons for not using the cloud for all (or even any) of your
content. Different classes of assets need to be stored in different ways. Especially in
data intensive media operations projects, it’s important to be able to have the flexibility
to choose on a case-by-case basis what kind of storage to use. At a certain scale,
on-premises storage can be a cheaper option than cloud storage, and it gives you
control over performance and availability. In cloud, availability is defined for you and is
associated with a cost. Cloud egress charges in particular can add up significantly if
content needs to be frequently downloaded.
Given all of the above, more and more M&E companies look to take a “hybrid cloud”
approach, where content and tools exist both on-premises and in the cloud, with
services deployed that are able to efficiently bridge and optimize workloads across
these hybrid environments. As this approach becomes easier the industry is witnessing
a clear and growing movement to migrate selected content and processes to the cloud.
Our eBook: The Cloud: Revolutionizing the Media Business From Above, produced in
conjunction with NewBay Media, examines some of the themes, trends and challenges
of this new reality.
With the standard online file sharing platforms none of this is possible. They offer no
mechanisms for connecting additional media-centric cloud services to your content on
the storage that they provision and manage in the cloud. And of course they offer no
support for utilizing on-premises storage either.
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There are multiple reasons for selecting Media Shuttle over the more generic online file
sharing platforms – such as speed, security, etc. However, our emphasis on “storage
independence” is especially important for any forward-looking media company seeking
freedom and flexibility as to how they store and process their valuable content. Media
Shuttle allows for storage elasticity and the ability to accommodate different storage
requirements over time so that businesses can choose the storage – and associated
tools and services - that makes the most sense for different projects now and in the
future.
When considering other options for sending and sharing your large files, whether these
are the online file sharing platforms, other widespread alternatives such as FTP, or even
our more direct competitors, it pays to look closely at what the options are around
storage. How easy is it to mix and match between on-premises and the cloud? How
free are you to select, add, or switch between cloud storage providers? What can you
actually do with your content once it is on these platforms, other than simply send and
share? How well do they support a hybrid environment?

THE EASIEST WAY TO SEND
AND SHARE FILES ANYWHERE
FAST
Media Shuttle is a SaaS solution
that allows anyone to quickly
and securely transfer any size file
anywhere in the world.

Learn more:
www.signiant.com/mediashuttle

Whatever your position on the cloud, when it comes to how you send and share your
files, storage freedom is the key to business flexibility.

ABOUT SIGNIANT
Signiant is changing the way businesses move large, high-value digital assets around the world and into the cloud.
Their on-premises software products were originally adopted by Media & Entertainment enterprises, pioneers in
the electronic transport of large files. Over the last decade, Signiant has embraced cloud technology to create nextgeneration SaaS file transfer and cloud upload solutions with scalable, reliable, cost effective, and easy to deploy
capabilities.
Today, Media & Entertainment are no longer alone in the need to move massive files, and Signiant’s rapidly growing
customer base includes companies with digital assets ranging from satellite imagery and big data analytics to genome
sequences and biotech research. Signiant’s technologies work for every size company to provide: accelerated file
delivery up to 200 times faster than standard internet transfers; enterprise-class security along with full visibility and
control of transfers and storage; and simple user-friendly tools. Find out more at www.signiant.com.
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